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Abstract—As the popularity growth of drones is witnessed in
various fields, people start attaching importance to the Internet
of Drones (IoD) paradigm. In the IoD, the regional aviation
administration (i.e., Zone Service Providers (ZSPs)) regulates the
usage of vast yet limited airspace and provides necessary services
(i.e., supplemental data services) for various drone applications.
In order to create a secure environment for communications,
authentication and key agreement protocols have an important
role to play in the IoD. A few conventional security protocols
specifically designed for traditional communication networks
cannot be directly exercised in the IoD environment because of
their non-negligible computational overhead and the distinctive
characteristics of IoD (i.e., insufficient resources of drones).
In this paper, we propose a bilinear pairing and physical
unclonable function based lightweight authentication protocol
(hereafter referred to as liteCrypto) for the IoD environment.
In liteCrypto, a drone and the ZSP mutually authenticate each
other and establish a secure session key based on bilinear
pairing and physical unclonable function before sharing any
critical information over an insecure wireless channel. In terms of
performance evaluation, we first implement liteCrypto in High-
Level Protocol Specification Language (HLPSL) and verify its
security performance in the Automated Validation of Internet
Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) environment, and
then present a security analysis of liteCrypto. In addition, we
develop a real-world testbed, implement liteCrypto and its two
counterparts (i.e., ECCAuth and RAMP-IoD), conduct extensive
experiments, and provide an in-depth performance analysis. Our
performance evaluation shows that not only is liteCrypto a secure
communication protocol, but also outperforms its counterparts
in terms of computational overhead, energy consumption, as well
as communication cost.

Index Terms—Bilinear Pairing, Physical Unclonable Function,
Security, Lightweight Authentication, Internet of Drones.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although originally developed as a radio-controlled aerial

missile deployer by United Kingdom and United States during

the First World War, drones, officially called unmanned aerial

vehicles, have seen a noticeable change in its role in the 21st

century [1]. In the present day, drones have been witnessed

in many non-military places such as lab sample pick-up

and delivery during the global COVID-19 pandemic, drone

light shows, etc. As a reflection of the continuing heavy

investments, the drone market is estimated to be worth about

$43 billion in 2025, which doubles the value ($23 billion) in

2020 [2]. In order to further explore the potential of drones,

a novel aerial-ground communication paradigm, Internet of

Drones [3], has been proposed and is considered to be a

promising communication architecture to drive further growth

and success of drone technology.

In the IoD, a set of stationary Zone Service Providers (ZSPs)

are distributed in an area of interest, where each ZSP regulates

and administers the corresponding airspace and serves as a

central connection point for drones to communicate. As the

main player, drones freely fly in the mission area, and collect

and/or deliver data to nearby ZSP via wireless channel for

follow-up analyses. A telling example is the recent revelation

that a fleet of surveillance drones is deployed to observe

crowds and deliver survey data to ZSPs for modeling and

forecasting the spread of coronavirus disease [4]. In the age of

Internet of Everything, with the assistance of other advanced

technologies (i.e., fifth-generation (5G) telecommunications

and artificial intelligence (AI)), we anticipate that the IoD will

certainly yield unusually brilliant results in the near future.

When people are completely enchanted by various neoteric

IoD applications, the growing threat of security attacks from

today’s progressively adverse environment has given people

a wake-up call. First, the inherent vulnerabilities of wireless

medium naturally make drones an easy target; data being trans-

mitted via insure wireless channel can be easily captured and

then further manipulated to attack drones [5]. A research group

from Johns Hopkins University (Maryland, United States)

has discovered three different ways to use mobile device to

issue malicious commands to drones, which can intervene

in the normal operations of drones and cause them to crash

[6]. Second, the insufficient resources (i.e., limited processor

capability, memory size, and battery power) of drones make

people wonder whether conventional security protocols (i.e.,

AES, RSA, etc. [7]) can be directly utilized. In [8], it was

proven experimentally that the resource-constrained drones are

not compatible with the ready-made cryptographic protocols

and standard primitives with regard to the consumption of time

and energy. Third, the recently developed security protocols

for IoD environment only consider a few security primitives;

most importantly, they have some inherent vulnerabilities. For

instance, an adversary might capture a drone and probe its

integrated circuit to retrieve some critical data [9].

In this paper, we propose a cryptographic protocol to protect

the communications between drones and the ZSP in the IoD

environment. In addition, we verify the proposed security

protocol using a security verification tool and analyze its
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security resilience against various cyber attacks. Finally, we

conduct performance evaluation on a real-world testbed, and

measure and analyze the performance trade-off of the proposed

security protocol. In brief, our contribution is summarized in

the following:

• We propose a bilinear pairing and physical unclonable

function (PUF) based lightweight authentication protocol

(hereafter referred to as liteCrypto) for the IoD envi-

ronment. In liteCrypto, a drone and the ZSP mutually

authenticate each other and establish a secure session key

based on bilinear pairing and PUF before sharing any

critical information.

• We implement liteCrypto in High-Level Protocol Speci-

fication Language (HLPSL) [10] and verify its security

performance in the Automated Validation of Internet

Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) [11] en-

vironment. In addition, we present a security analysis to

show liteCrypto is secure against various security attacks.

• We develop a real-world testbed and conduct extensive

experiments to evaluate the performance of liteCrypto.

We also choose two benchmark schemes, ECCAuth [12]

and RAMP-IoD [13], and implement them to work on

the testbed for performance comparison and analysis.

According to experimental results and analysis, we conclude

that our approach liteCrypto provides superior performance

than its counterparts in terms of computational overhead,

energy consumption, as well as communication cost. To in-

crease creative and innovative work in the realm of security

protocols within the IoD community, we open source at the

https://github.com/congpu/liteCrypto1.

II. RELATED WORK

The authors in [14] adopt the cryptographic techniques

such as FourQ and Boyko-Peinado-Venkatesan (BPV) pre-

calculation to protect the communications among drones,

users, and ground control stations. After three major phases

such as system initialization, registration, and login and au-

thentication, the drone and the user can verify each other’s

identities and achieve an agreement on a safe session key for

subsequent communications. However, the BPV algorithm has

an inherent limitation, which is the increased size of private

key (i.e., 64 KB or even more). As for mini drones with limited

storage capability, this additional storage requirement is a huge

burden. In addition, storing credentials in drone’s memory

is not a smart move, which makes drones vulnerable to

probing attacks on integrated circuit. In [15], an identity based

security protocol is proposed for the IoD environment. In the

initial phase, critical numerical values are loaded into each

communication entity (e.g., sensor, drone, access point, and

server) in the IoD. In the registration phase, each entity accepts

its requisite system parameters for the following authentication

phase, where the mutual authentication is achieved between

the sensor and the drone, between the drone and the access

point, as well as between the access point and the server,

1liteCrypto source codes and its security verification programs are pub-
licly available at the https://github.com/congpu/liteCrypto.

respectively. A major drawback of the proposed protocol is that

the single server can easily become a single point of failure

for the IoD system. In addition, the role of access point is very

vague, because most of computations and communications are

performed by sensor, drone, and server.

The authors in [16] propose a blockchain-based data man-

agement framework for the IoD environment, where drones

and ground stations can establish secure communications

through access control mechanism and secure session key.

Additionally, they also design a consensus algorithm for the

competition of adding blocks in the private blockchain. How-

ever, according to the analysis provided by [17], the above-

mentioned blockchain-based data management framework has

several serious vulnerabilities that make the IoD system very

fragile when suffering from impersonation attack, man-in-the-

middle attack, and replay attack. In [18], the critical issues of

centralized security approach such as single point of failure

and the infeasibility of cross-domain validation are raised.

To resolve those existing issues, the authors propose a cross-

domain security system based on the techniques of blockchain

and 5G for the IoD environment. The threshold cryptography

is adopted to achieve the federated identity across multiple

domains. In addition, they design a smart contract so that the

authentication between drones coming from diverse domains

can be realized. The authors in [12] propose an authentication

scheme based on elliptic curve cryptography so that the user

and the drone can establish a secure communication in the

designated airspace. In [13], elliptic curve cryptography and

hash function are selected to design an authentication scheme

for the IoD applications, where the user’s identity is validated

and a secure session key is created for both user and drone so

that they can communicate securely. Based on the performance

evaluation, the proposed authentication mechanism meets the

pre-determined security requirements and provides competi-

tive performance. However, the major drawback is that it does

not support dynamic privacy preservation.

Ever since the IoD came into the spotlight, many re-

searchers have proposed various security protocols to protect

the communications in the IoD environment. Unfortunately,

it appears that no effort has been spared to design a bilinear

pairing and PUF based lightweight authentication protocol for

the IoD environment, where a drone and the ZSP mutually

authenticate each other and establish a secure session key

before sharing any critical information. In addition, the diffi-

culties to build a real-world experimental testbed have confined

the implementation and evaluation of security protocols to

network simulation. In this paper, we develop a real-world

testbed for performance evaluation. Most importantly, we open

source liteCrypto to drive other scholars to contribute to the

development of security protocols in the IoD community.

III. PRELIMINARY BACKGROUND

A. Bilinear Pairing

Suppose that G = 〈P〉 is a cyclic additive group, where the

order of G is n and P is an arbitrary generator of G. Let GT

be a multiplicatively-written cyclic group of the same order n.
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n is usually set to a very large prime (i.e., at least 1024-bit). A

bilinear pairing map on (G, GT ) is defined as ê : G×G → GT ,

which has the following properties:

1) ê(P + Q, R) = ê(P , R)ê(Q, R) and ê(P , Q + R) = ê(P ,

Q)ê(P , R), where P , Q, and R ∈ G.

2) ê(aP , bQ) = ê(P , Q)ab, where a and b ∈ Z.

3) ê(P , P ) �= 1. Here 1 is the identity element of GT .

4) ê(P , Q) = ê(Q, P ).

5) ê can be efficiently calculated.

The security of bilinear pairing map is built upon the

intractability of computational Diffie-Hellman problem such

that there is no efficient algorithm to compute abP ∈ G (or

compute ê(P , P )abc) within polynomial time, given P , aP ,

bP , and cP . However, the decisional Diffie-Hellman problem

can be easily solved; it is easy to decide whether cP = abP

(or ab = c mod n) through checking ê(aP , bP )
?
= ê(P , cP ).

B. Physical Unclonable Function

A physical unclonable function (PUF) is defined as a

function that maps an input query to a specific output based

on the mulishly complicated physical randomness of inte-

grated circuit. The rationale behind the usage of PUF is

that each integrated circuit experiences a slight variation in

the manufacturing process, which can be regarded as the

unique identity characteristics. Here, the input query is called

challenge while the specific output is named as response. A

challenge along with its associated response is widely known

as a challenge-response pair (CRP). Generally, a secure one-

way function, denoted by Fpuf , is adopted to simulate the

PUF, res = Fpuf (che). Here, res represents the response

and che indicates the challenge. One consequence of the PUF

property is that the same res is generated if the PUF receives

the same che every time. Nonetheless, the PUF will generate

totally distinct res with different che.

In hash and unstable environments, the PUF could be influ-

enced by external factors and it is possible that the identical

responses cannot be re-generated with the same challenge.

As a result, the cryptographic value might not be restored

or feasible with the same secret input. In the past few years,

PUFs with noise immunity feature have been designed and are

in widespread use in noisy environments [19], where zero-bit-

error can be guaranteed. Thus, we assume that an ideal and

noise-resistant PUF [20] is deployed in drones in this paper.

C. System Model

Fig. 1 demonstrates the system model which consists of two

major components: drones and ZSP. For example, drone Di is

deployed in a designated area to collect the data of crowd and

send them to nearby ZSP Zs for further analyzing the spread of

coronavirus disease. We assume that a PUF is implemented in

the integrated circuit of drone Di. Due to the limitation of size

and weight, drone Di is assumed to be resource-constrained.

In addition, ZSP Zs is regarded as a fully trusted component

and is not concerned with resources.

Drone Di might unwittingly fly into an adverse environ-

ment, and there is some chances to get caught and then

Fig. 1. System model where a set of drones are deployed to collect and/or
deliver data to nearby ZSP over an insecure wireless medium.

compromised by an adversary [21]. However, the adversary

is incapable of probing the integrated circuit of drone Di

for cryptographic information. This is because any probing

attempt will inevitablely change the physical environment

of the integrated circuit, resulting in the damage of PUF.

Furthermore, drone Di and ZSP Zs are communicating via an

insecure and open wireless medium, thus they are implicitly

assumed to be untrustworthy [7]. In addition, if the plaintext

data is being transmitted over insecure wireless channel, it

can be easily eavesdropped, captured, manipulated, and then

replayed. Thus, before drone Di and ZSP Zs perform any crit-

ical information exchange, they need to mutually authenticate

each other and establish a secure session key.

D. Security Requirements of liteCrypto

We outline the following security requirements to be met

by liteCrypto according to [7], [22].

• Authentication: liteCrypto shall ensure that the identity of

drones and ZSP can be verified and the adversary cannot

masquerade as any legitimate entity.

• Integrity: liteCrypto shall guarantee that the content of

messages can be validated by the receiver. And the

adversary cannot manipulate messages.

• Confidentiality: liteCrypto shall assure that sensitive data

are transmitted in the encrypted format after the session

key is established.

• Anonymity: liteCrypto should guarantee that the

pseudonym of drone, rather than the real identity, is

transmitted in the message.

• Session Key Agreement: liteCrypto shall assure that a

secure session key can be established between a drone

and the ZSP for subsequent communications after mutual

authentication.

• Secure Against Various Attacks: liteCrypto should be

secure against diverse security attacks including ZSP

spoofing attack, drone impersonation attack, drone cap-

ture attack, message modification attack, replay attack,

and man-in-the-middle attack.

IV. liteCrypto: LIGHTWEIGHT AUTHENTICATION

PROTOCOL

Considering the scenario that drone Di collects the data

of interest and delivers them to ZSP Zs. Due to insecure

wireless channels, drone Di and ZSP Zs first have to achieve
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

Notation Meaning
Zs ZSP Zs

ZIDs ZSP Zs’s identity
Di Drone Di

RIDi Drone Di’s real identity
PIDi Drone Di’s pseudonym
ts Timestamp
Fpuf (·) PUF
chei Drone Di’s PUF challenge
resi Drone Di’s PUF response
(chei, resi) Drone Di’s PUF CRP
Fmac(·) Message authentication code (MAC) function
H(·) Secure hash function, H:{0,1}m and m ∈ Z

Ha(·) Secure hash function, Ha:{0,1}∗→G

Hb(·) Secure hash function, Hb:{0,1}∗→Z

‖ Concatenation operation
Mi Message i
MACi MAC of Mi

Sigi Signature of Mi

G Cyclic additive group
P An arbitrary generator of G
GT Cyclic multiplicative group
n The order of G and GT

ê: G × G → GT A bilinear pairing map on (G, GT )
s A secret random number
SAC Successful authentication code
Keyi,s or Keys,i Session key between drone Di and ZSP Zs

mutual authentication, and then establish a secure communi-

cation session through liteCrypto. liteCrypto consists of three

phases: system initialization phase, drone registration phase,

and mutual authentication and key agreement phase. Table I

lists all notations used in this paper.

A. System Initialization Phase

In this phase, ZSP Zs initializes the system through gener-

ating pubic parameters in the following steps:

1) Zs chooses a cyclic additive group G of order n with an

arbitrary generator P .

2) Zs chooses a cyclic multiplicative group GT of the same

order n.

3) Zs generates a bilinear pairing map on (G, GT ), ê: G ×
G → GT .

4) Zs chooses two one-way secure hash functions Ha and

Hb, where Ha:{0,1}∗→G and Hb:{0,1}∗→Z.

5) Zs advertises all public system parameters as {G, GT ,

n, P , Ha, Hb}.

B. Drone Registration Phase

In this phase, drone Di registers itself to ZSP Zs according

to the following steps:

1) Di randomly selects its real identity RIDi and feeds

its PUF challenge chei into Fpuf (·) to compute the

corresponding response resi = Fpuf (chei).
2) Di generates a secret random number s using its response

resi, s = Hb(resi), and computes sP .

3) Di calculates its pseudonym PIDi = H(RIDi ‖ sP ),

where H:{0,1}m is a set of fixed length (saying m bits)

strings.

Fig. 2. System initialization phase and drone registration phase.

4) Di shares (RIDi, PIDi, sP ) with Zs via a secure

channel.

5) Di stores its RIDi, PIDi, and chei but resi, s, and sP
in the memory.

The steps of system initialization phase and drone registration

phase are shown in Fig. 2.

C. Mutual Authentication and Key Agreement Phase

In this phase, drone Di and ZSP Zs authenticate each other

and establish a secure session key for subsequent communica-

tions in a secure manner. First, drone Di initiates the process

of mutual authentication and key agreement by following the

steps specified below:

1) Di computes its response resi = Fpuf (chei) and gener-

ates the secret random number s = Hb(resi).
2) Di calculates Ha(PIDi) and sHa(PIDi) as its public

key and private key, respectively.

3) Di creates the message M1 = {PIDi ‖ ZIDs ‖ ts}
and calculates the corresponding MAC as MAC1 =

Fmac(M1).

4) With message M1 and private key sHa(PIDi), Di com-

putes the digital signature Sig1 = Hb(M1) · sHa(PIDi).

5) Di sends {M1, MAC1, Sig1} to Zs.

6) Di calculates the session key Keyi,s = ê(sHa(PIDi),

P ).

Upon receipt of {M1, MAC1, Sig1}, ZSP Zs performs the

following operations:

1) Zs calculates MAC
′
1 = Fmac(M1) and verifies whether

MAC
′
1

?
= MAC1. If MAC

′
1 = MAC1, the message

verification succeeds and Zs proceeds to the next step.

Otherwise, Zs rejects the authentication request.

2) Zs checks whether the signature Sig1 is valid through

verifying ê(Sig1, P )
?
= ê(Hb(M1)·Ha(PIDi), sP ).

ê(Sig1, P ) = ê(Hb(M1) · sHa(PIDi), P )

= ê(Hb(M1) ·Ha(PIDi), sP ).

If Sig1 passes the above verification, Zs proceeds to

the next step. Otherwise, Zs rejects the authentication

request.

3) Zs calculates the session key Keys,i = ê(Ha(PIDi), sP ).

Please note that Keys,i is equal to Keyi,s because

ê(Ha(PIDi), sP ) = ê(Ha(PIDi), P )s

= ê(sHa(PIDi), P ).
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Fig. 3. Mutual authentication and key agreement phase.

4) Zs generates a successful authentication code SACs,i =

Hb(Keys,i ‖ PIDi ‖ ZIDs) and sends {PIDi, ZIDs,

SACs,i} to Di.

After receiving {PIDi, ZIDs, SACs,i} from ZSP Zs,

drone Di generates its own successful verification code

SACi,s using Keyi,s, PIDi, and ZIDs, and then checks

whether SACi,s
?
= SACs,i. If SACi,s and SACs,i match,

ZSP Zs is believed to be legitimate and drone Di can use the

session key Keyi,s to communicate with ZSP Zs confidently.

Otherwise, drone Di discards the message and refuses any

further communications with ZSP Zs. The steps of mutual

authentication and key agreement phase are shown in Fig. 3.

V. SECURITY VERIFICATION AND ANALYSIS

A. Security Verification Using AVISPA

We verify liteCrypto using the Automated Validation of

Internet Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) tool

[11]. AVISPA is a security verification tool, where the security

protocol and its properties can be easily defined and imple-

mented as a security problem using a modular and expressive

formal language, which is known as High-Level Protocol

Specification Language (HLPSL).

In AVISPA, users are provided with two back-ends,

Constraint-Logic-based Attack Searcher (CL-AtSe) and On-

the-fly Model-Checker (OFMC), for security verification. CL-

AtSe is used to uncover potential vulnerabilities of replay

attack and man-in-the-middle attack in the protocol through

evaluating a set of constraints. OFMC can demonstrate

whether the protocol is secure via a bounded number of

sessions. We first install Ubuntu 10.04 in Virtual Box [23], and

then set up and configure SPAN + AVISPA [24] environment.

In Fig. 4, we present the results of security verification of

liteCrypto in both CL-AtSe and OFMC back-ends. The results

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Security verification results using CL-AtSe and OFMC in AVISPA.

of security verification have demonstrated that liteCrypto is

secure against replay attack and man-in-the-middle attack.

B. Analysis of Security Requirements

First of all, we exhibit that liteCrypto satisfies the basic

security objectives specified in Section III.D. liteCrypto can

achieve mutual authentication between communication entities

in the IoD environment. This is because the drone and the ZSP

verify each other’s identity. Therefore, liteCrypto can achieve

mutual authentication. liteCrypto can achieve integrity so that

the source of messages and the content of messages can be

verified by the receiving entity. This is because a message

authentication code (MAC) is generated using the one-way

hash function for each communication message. As a result,

integrity can be achieved by liteCrypto. Since each critical

communication message is encrypted using the established

secure session key between the drone and the ZSP, thus,

liteCrypto can guarantee confidentiality. liteCrypto can support

anonymous communication in the IoD environment. This is

because the real identity of drone is not transmitted directly in

plaintext, but in the pseudonym format. Therefore, liteCrypto
can achieve anonymity. liteCrypto can achieve session key

agreement between communication entities in the IoD envi-

ronment. This is because the drone and the ZSP will verify

each other’s identity and then compute the secure session key

and use it for future communications. Therefore, liteCrypto
can achieve session key agreement.

In the following, liteCrypto is analyzed to show that it can

defend against various security attacks. First, liteCrypto is

secure against physical capture attack. The adversary might

obtain information stored in drone’s memory such as RIDi,

PIDi, and chei through power analysis. However, they cannot

retrieve critical information, i.e., resi, s, and sP , from drone’s

integrated circuit. This is because any probing attempt to the

integrated circuit of drone will destroy drone’s PUF, which

is unable to reproduce the same resi. Second, liteCrypto is

immune to reply attack because the timestamp ts is piggy-

backed in the message. The ZSP can easily check ts and

discard any replayed messages. Third, liteCrypto is resilient

to drone impersonation attack. Since each PUF is unique

and will produce totally different responses with the same

challenge, it is impossible for an adversary to generate a

valid CRP (chei, resi) of legitimate drone. As a result, an

adversary cannot illegally impersonate any legitimate drone.

Fourth, message modification attack does not pose any threat

to liteCrypto, because each communication entity can easily
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Fig. 5. Real-world testbed: HP ENVY Notebook laptop and Latte Panda
development board.

detect any message modification through the verification of

MAC and SAC. Finally, liteCrypto is secure against man-in-

the-middle attack. Since a drone and the ZSP can mutually

authenticate each other and establish a secure session key

using timestamp ts and secret information sP , thus the ad-

versary cannot secretly relay and possibly alter the messages

being transmitted between the drone and the ZSP. In summary,

liteCrypto can satisfy all required security requirements and

is immune against physical capture attack, reply attack, drone

impersonation attack, message modification attack, as well as

man-in-the-middle attack.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experimental Testbed and Benchmark Schemes

We conduct extensive experiments on a real-world testbed,

which is composed of one Latte Panda development board [25]

and one HP ENVY Notebook laptop [26]. The operations of

Latte Panda development board is supported by the attached

power bank. Moreover, Windows 10 operating system (OS) is

installed on Latte Panda development board where the central

processing unit (CPU) is Intel Cherry Trail Z8350 (2M cache,

1.92 GHz) and the size of random-access memory (RAM) is

4GB. The HP ENVY Notebook laptop has Windows 10 Pro

OS (64-bit) and 7th Generation Intel Core i7-7500U CPU (4M

Cache, 3.5 GHz). We show the developed real-world testbed

in Fig. 5, where the ZSP and the drone are simulated by the

laptop and the Latte Panda development board, respectively.

Finally, we set up an Eclipse environment [27] on the testbed,

where we implement liteCrypto and benchmark schemes.

We choose two benchmark schemes, i.e., ECCAuth [12]

and RAMP-IoD [13], and implement them to work on the

testbed for performance comparison and analysis. We measure

the performance in terms of execution time, CPU time, CPU

cycles, energy consumption, as well as communication cost

for liteCrypto, ECCAuth, as well as RAMP-IoD. Execution

time is the amount of time which is measured from when

the algorithm starts running to when the algorithm stops

running. We measure CPU time as a time period required

by CPU to finish all instructions of the algorithm. Energy

consumption is the amount of energy consumed to finish the

running of all algorithm’s operations. The number of messages

and the energy consumption of communication are selected

to represent communication cost. The number of exchanged

messages is counted directly for liteCrypto, ECCAuth, and

RAMP-IoD. The energy consumption of communication is

calculated based on the number of exchanged messages [28].

Moreover, execution time, CPU time, CPU cycles, and energy

consumption are directly measured through VisualVM [29].

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. The performance of execution time and CPU time against the number
of algorithm executions.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. The performance of energy consumption and CPU cycles against the
number of algorithm executions.

B. Experimental Results and Analysis

First, the execution time and CPU time of liteCrypto, EC-

CAuth, and RAMP-IoD are measured and the corresponding

results are presented in Fig. 6. Please note that the major

difference between execution time and CPU time is that the

execution time includes the time elapsed during waiting for

I/O operations or entering idle mode. As shown in Fig. 6(a),

the execution time of all three schemes increase linearly as

the number of algorithm executions increases. This is because

when the algorithm is repeatedly executed, a longer execution

time will be observed. No matter how many times (from 50 to

250) the algorithm is executed, our approach liteCrypto always

outperforms ECCAuth and RAMP-IoD. The rationale is that

our approach liteCrypto adopts lightweight cryptographic op-

erations such as bilinear pairing, physical unclonable function,

as well as hash function. As a result, liteCrypto can run

fast and the lowest execution time is obtained. RAMP-IoD

shows the highest execution time because compute-intensive

techniques such as AEGIS and fuzzy extractor are being used

to achieve mutual authentication and session key agreement.

In Fig. 6(b), the overall CPU time of liteCrypto, ECCAuth,

and RAMP-IoD increase steadily as the number of algorithm

executions increases from 50 to 250. However, liteCrypto still

shows the best performance.

Second, we measure energy consumption and CPU cycles

with varying number of algorithm executions and present the

experimental results in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7(a), we observe the

energy consumption of running liteCrypto, ECCAuth, and

RAMP-IoD. The more complex the algorithm is, the more

energy it will consume. Since RAMP-IoD adopts the most

complex techniques and includes password/biometric change,

revocation, and dynamic drone deployment phases, RAMP-

IoD is the largest consumer of energy power. In our approach
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD

Metrics liteCrypto ECCAuth RAMP-IoD
Number of Messages 3 3 6
Energy Consumption (Joule) 3.38×10−4 3.38×10−4 6.76×10−4

liteCrypto, relatively lightweight techniques such as bilinear

pairing, physical unclonable function, as well as hash function

are utilized to realize the goal of authentication and key

agreement. Thus, a smaller energy consumption is observed

by liteCrypto. As shown in Fig. 7(b), when the number of

algorithm executions increases, the CPU cycles of liteCrypto,

ECCAuth, and RAMP-IoD also increase. This is because

a larger number of algorithm executions will require more

operations to run each algorithm repeatedly. As a consequence,

more CPU cycles will be required for the execution of algo-

rithm. However, our approach liteCrypto still delivers the least

number of CPU cycles. Compared to ECCAuth and RAMP-

IoD, liteCrypto requires a less number of operations to achieve

mutual authentication and session key agreement, thus, the

least number of CPU cycles belongs to liteCrypto.

Third, we observe the communication overhead of lite-
Crypto, ECCAuth, and RAMP-IoD in Table. II. Our approach

liteCrypto and ECCAuth require the same number of messages

to be exchanged to achieve mutual authentication and key

agreement. However, RAMP-IoD will need to exchange six

messages to complete all seven phases. Moreover, the energy

consumption of communication for liteCrypto, ECCAuth, and

RAMP-IoD is 3.38×10−4, 3.38×10−4, 6.76×10−4, respec-

tively, indicating liteCrypto is an energy efficient algorithm.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a lightweight authentication

protocol, also called liteCrypto, based on bilinear pairing

and physical unclonable function for the IoD environment,

where a drone and the ZSP mutually authenticate each other

and establish a secure session key based on bilinear pairing

and physical unclonable function before sharing any critical

information over an insecure wireless channel. To prove that

liteCrypto is a secure protocol and can defend against various

security attacks, we first verified liteCrypto using AVISPA

tool, and then presented a security analysis. According to

security verification and analysis results, it had been proved

that liteCrypto is a secure protocol and can successfully shield

IoD systems from various security attacks. Moreover, we

conducted extensive experimental evaluation on the real-world

testbed, and measured the performance of liteCrypto and other

two benchmark schemes in terms of computational overhead,

energy consumption, as well as communication cost. Based on

the experimental results, we concluded that liteCrypto provides

superior performance than its counterparts while satisfying all

security requirements.
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